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Abstract -Face image retrieval in video sequences is a 
challenging task for many multimedia applications. This 
paper introduces U scheme based on Iifting waveiets 
transform feature extraction for face image retrieval in 
video sequences. In our scheme, we first extract the key- 
frames rapidly from video sequences by a color feature fur 
its effectiveness. Based on the extracted key-frames, we 
propose to employ the AdaBoost bused face defection 
method and the Lifting Wavelets Transform (LFWT,) 
technique which provides good alternative of intensity 
representation for feature extraction of the detected faces. 
By combining the two stages above, we can peflorm the face 
image retrieval in video sequences task eficiently and 
effectiveiy. 

Index Terms -AdaBoost based Face detection, face image 
retrieval, face detection, face recognition, lifting wavelets 
transform, linear discriminant analysis, similarity measure. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

More and more video clips are produced in our daily life; 
face image retrieval [ I ,  21 becomes more and more 
important for many applications, such as security issues, 
information retrieval and digital entertainment purposes, 
However, due to the challenges of face detection and 
recognition [3,4], face image retrieval in video sequences is 
still a very difficult task nowadays. This paper studies the 
face image retrieval problem and proposes a scheme to 
attack the problem effectively. 

The rest of the paper is  organized as follows. In Section 11, 
we provide the fiamework and algorithms used in our 
proposed scheme. Section 111 will discuss a method for 
constructing a cascade of classifiers which together yield an 
extremely reliable and efficient object detector. Detailed 
description of lifting wavelets transform and an example are 
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given in Section IV. Subspace analysis methods, such as 
Principle Component Analysis (PCA) [5] and Linear 
Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [6], will be studied in Section 
V. In Section VI, three kinds of similarity measure are 
introduced. Section VI1 provides experimental results, and 
conclusions are drawn in Section VIII. 

11. FRAMEWORK AND ALGORITHMS OF OUR SCHEME 

In general, our proposed scheme contains two major 
stages, i.e., key-frames extraction, and face detection with 
recognition. The first step is to extract key-frames from the 
raw videos, and the latter one concentrates on face detection 
and feature extraction. 

The face detection and recognition stage can be further 
divided into four parts: AdaBoost face detection [7], face 
image normalization, Lifting Wavelets Transform (LFWT) 
and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) . First, AdaBoost 
based face detection approach aims at detecting face regions 
from the key-frames using Haar-like features. In order to 
decrease the influence of the illumination, the facial region 
is normalized by performing histogram equalization. Then a 
two-level LFWT [SI is used to extract facial features. 
Furthermore, in order to reduce the feature dimensionality 
and enhance the class discriminability simultaneously, LDA 
is applied to extract discriminant features vector for the 
classification at the end. In the testing part, the query image, 
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Figurel. The overall system architecture o f  face image retrieval in 
video sequences 

which is also pre-processed through the face detection and 
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features extraction component, is compared with the feature 
vectors from the key-frames under the similarity measure, to 
determine its existence in the video. Figure 1 illustrates the 
framework of our proposed system. 

111. FACE DETECTION USING ADABOOST 

A. Huar-like Features 
In [9] ,  P. Viola and M. Jones selected the visual features, 

such as the Haar-like features for the AdaBoost based 
leaming algorithm. R. Lienhart et al. [7] extended their 
work, three kinds of features are selected to use. The 
experiments in [7] showed that the input pattern size of 
24x24 can achieve good result. All features can be 
computed rapidly using integral image which can be 
computed from an image using a few operations per pixel. 
Once the integral images are computed, any one of the 
Haar-like features can be computed at any scale or location 
in constant time. 

B. AdaBoast Learning 
The aim of boosting is to improve the classification 

performance of any given simple learning algorithm [lo]. 
Given T weak classifiers h, (x) learned through T round of 

boosting, the strong classifier is formed by a linear 

combination: H(x)  = c:=, a,h, ( x )  where ai are 

coefficients found in the boosting process. In [9] ,  each weak 
classifier hj is associated with a feature fj and a threshold 

Qj such that the number of incorrect classified examples 

corresponding to this weak classifier is minimized: 

h j ( x )  = 
otherwise 

where polarity p ,  indicates the direction of the inequality 

sign. Each round of boosting, the best weak classifier h, 
with the lowest error E, is chosen. The error of each weak 

classifier is measured with respect to the set of weights over 
each example of the training set: 

where W? and yi are the weight and the label of the 

training example xi respectively. After each round, these 

weights are updated such that the weak learner will focus 
much more on the hard examples in the next round. 

C. Cascade of Clussifers 
Figure 2 displays a cascade of classifiers which achieves 

increased detection performance of classifiers while 
radically reducing computation time. The smaller and 
efficient boosted classifiers can be constructed to reject 

many of negative sub-windows while detecting almost all 
positive instances. Simple classifiers are used to reject the 
majority of sub-windows before more complex classifiers 
are called upon to achieve low false positive rates. 

RI1 Sub-wiflUuws 

c 
Rem Sub-wlndow 

Figure 2. Schematic depiction of an AdaBoost detection cascade 

Iv. LIFTING WAVELETS TRANSFORM FEATURE 
EXTRACTION 

The wavelets decomposition technique is commonly used 
to extract the intrinsic features for face recognition [I  1,121 
and image retrieval [13]. Any discrete wavelets transform 
(DWT) or two band subband filtering with finite filters can 
be decomposed into a finite sequence of simple filtering 
steps, which is called lifting steps. This decomposition 
corresponding to a factorization of the polyphase matrix of 
wavelet or subband filters into elementary matrices, as 
described as below. 

The polyphase representation of a discrete-time filter 
h(z) is defined as 

h(z )  = h , ( Z Z )  + Z - l h o ( 2 2 )  

where he contains the even coefficients, and h, contains 

the odd coefficients: 

(4) 
h,(z)  = ~ h , , z - '  and h,(z) = ~ h , k + , z  -k 

k k 

The synthesis filters h ( ~ )  and g ( z )  (low-pass and high- 
pass filters respectively) can thus be expressed through their 

and P(z)  can be analogously defined for the analysis filters. 

The filters h,(z) ,hn(z) ,ge(z)  and go(.) , along with 
their analysis counterparts, are Laurent polynomials, As the 
set of all Laurent polynomials exhibits a commutative ring 
structure, within which polynomial division with remainder 
is possible, long division between Laurent polynomials is 
not a unique operation [SI. 

The Euclidean algorithm [8] can be used to decompose 

P(z)  and F ( z )  as 
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{gl , g2 , * *, g L  } taking values in an n dimensional feature 
space. Eg E R"" is defined as the covariance matrix of 

the feature vector g : C ,  = f fg  - E ( Z ) I [ ~  , 
where & is the expectation operator. Then PCA of a 
random vector 2 factorizes its covariance matrix cg into 

the following form: 
E, = @A@ with @ = 

i=l 

As this factorization is not unique, several pairs of 
{si (z)} and {ti ( z ) }  filters are admissible; however, in 

case of DWT implementation, all possible choices are , @ 2 , . . . , @ n ]  
equivalent. 

As for commtational complexity, it has been shown in [8] * = diugi& 9 9 3 ' n  1 
that using the lifting scheme instead of the standard filter 
bank algorithm, can asymptotically lead to a relative speed- 
up to 64% for Daubechies 917 filter which is implemented 
by such a scheme as shown in Figure 3 .  

where @ E R -  is an orthogonaI eigenvector matrix and 

h E R"" is a diagonal eigenvalues matrix with diagonal 
elements in decreasing order (4 2 A2 2 ..-A,) . The 

Figure 3. Block diagram of the forward wavelet transform using Lifting 
scheme: the implementation of Daubechies 9/7 filter 
(a-1.586134342; ~=-0 .0529801185~ y=0.8829110762; 6=0.4435068522; 
K=l. 149604398) 

By decomposing an image using two-level wavelet 
transform, the sub-images are reduced. Comparing with an 
original image resolution of 128x128, size of the sub-image 
is reduced by 16 times. Figure 4 shows that a two-level 
decomposition using Daubechies 917 filter, the length of 
feature vector is 128 x 128 / 2*'* = 1024. 

T projection can be obtained via 7 = TPca [g - E(g)] , 
where eigenvectors Tpco = [& , &, , p<n and 

T E R m P ,  The lower dimensional vector captures the most 
expressive features of the original data. 

, 

B. Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) 
Given large and representative learning datasets, LDA 

can achieve better result than PCA [14]. LDA searches for 
those vectors in the underlying space that best discriminates 
among classes, and creates a linear combination of these 
that yields the largest mean differences between the desired 
classes. 

LDA training i s  carried out via scatter matrix analysis. 
Assume each face image belongs to c-class, the within-and 
between-class scatter matrices C, E R ' Ip ,  Zlb E R pxp are 

computed as follows: 
C 

E m  = ~ r , ( W , ) E { ( y - r % i ) ( y - m i ) T  I w = w ; }  (9)  
1=l 

C 

z b  = c p r ( f l l ) ( % ,  - f % o ) ( f i ,  - 5 0 ) '  (10) 
1-1 

where p, (19,) IS the prion class probability and usually is 

replaced by I/c, and 2, is mean vector, %,, overall mean 
vector. Various measures are available for quantifying the 
discriminatory power. One commonly used is: 

4- .?- 
AAbl!- 

Figure 4. (a) An original image with resolution 128x128. (b) The two- 
level wavelet decomposition i A C , A ~  

J ( A )  = argmax (11) 

where A is an m x pt matrix with (m I n)  . The advantage 

of using this ratio is that it has been proven that if E, is a 
non-singular matrix then this ratio is maximized when 
EbA* = C,A*:hA and A' is the eigenvector matrix of 

v. DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS 

A .  Principle Component Analysis (PCA) 
The basic goal in PCA [5 ]  is to reduce the dimension of 

the data. Consider a set of L feature vectors 
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two neighbouring frames in a video sequence and set a pre- 
defined threshoid value to determine whether a shot 
boundary is detected. If a shot boundary is detected, i.e., the 
distance of two neighbouring frames is larger than the 
threshold, a key-hame will be output. In our experiments, 
the key-frame extraction algorithm can perform very fast 
and effective which can be shown from the results in Table 
1. 

TABLE I 
KEY-FRAMES EXTRACTION FROM A SAMPLE VIDEO (MPEG-Z,320X240) 

BY USING COLOR HISTOGRAM DIFFERENCE ALGORITHM 

Video Total Threshold Key-Frames Time 
Length(s) Frames Value Extracted Elepsed(s) 

745 22344 0.02 56 85 
0.0 I 87 

0.03 39 

Z2zb, A A  is a diagonal matrix. There are at most e-l 

nonzero generalized eigenvectors. Let TJd is a reduction 

matrix A' , the features for classification can be lastly 
derived as vector U = Tidy. 

VI. SIMILARITY MEASURE 

The Nearest Neighbor (NN) is a simple nonparametric 
classifier [SI by finding the neighbor with the minimum 
distance between the feature of query U and all prototypes 

I Ulrai", i  = 1,2; . - ,L.  

A(t4 ) = min 4 . 4  (12) 
! 

I 

The feature vector ti is classified to the closet training 
feature. The similarity measure used in our experiments to 
evaluate the efficiency of different representation and image 
retrieval methods include L, distance measure Ab , L, 

distance measure AL2 ,and cosine distance measure Aces , 
which are defined as follows: 

* L, = 11. - VI1 

AL2 = (U - v)' (U - V )  

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 

A. Key-ji-ames Extraciion 
To develop an effective algorithm for extracting key- 

frames from video sequences, we employ the color 
histogram method for its computational efficiency. In our 
approach, we extract the color histogram feature for each 
frame. Mathematically, the color histogram can be defined 
as h , , , . , ( r 7 g , b ) = N . P r o b ( R = r , G = g , B = b ) ( 1 6 )  
where R, G,  and €3 represent the three color channels and N 
is the number of pixels in the image. To compute the 
distance of two images based on the color histogram 
representation, we can employ the following Histogram 
Euciidean Distance function: 

where f ( r ,g ,b)  and h(r,g,b)  are the color histogram 
vectors of two images. More specifically, each image in 
video sequences is quantized into an 8*8*8=512 color 
image in RGB color space in which a 512-demensional 
feature vector is used to represent the image. To perform the 
key-frame extraction, one can measure the distances of each 

B. Training Face Datasel 
Part of the Biometric Verification Competition 2004 

(BVC 2004) [I51 face images are selected as the training 
data, which consists of 800 frontal face images 
corresponding to 100 individuals, each individual with 8 
color images. The facial region of each image is cropped to 
size of 128x128 and converted into, grey images with 256 
grey level, as showed in Figure 5 .  All images are to be 
normalized (zero mean and unit variance), and the 
normalized images are processed to yield Fisherfaces using 
LDA on the reduced PCA space. 

Figure 5. Exampleof face images used for training 

C. Average Retrieval Rate 
In order to evaluate the effectiveness and accuracy of our 

proposed scheme, we first conduct key-frames extraction on 
the MPEG-2 video sequences which contains 100 classes of 
frontal faces. Then we perform face image retrieval on the 
extracted images which consist of 500 frontal face images 
and 500 non-face images, each image with resolution of 
320x240. The results of retrieval performance are shown in 
Figure 2. The figure indicates that the L2 norm performs 
better than the L1 n o m  and Cos distance. The averaging 
face image retrieval accuracy of 50 top ranks demonstrates 
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that om proposed scheme is promising for fie challenging 

implemented in a personal computer with Pentium 4 
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[ I  I ]  J,-T. Chien and C.-C. Wu, “Discriminant waveletfaces and nearest 
feature classifiers for face recognition,” Parrern Analysis and 

1.6GHz CPU with 256MB RAM. 14(5): 771-780, 1999 

0.95 I Muchine Inielligence, 1EEE Transaclions on, vol. 24, pp. 1644-1649, 
s 0.9 - 2002 

1121 R. Foltyniewicz, “Automatic face recognition via wavelets and 
mathematical morphology,” Proc. Int ‘I ConJ Partern Recognition, pp- 

[I31 P.C. Yuen, G.C. Feng and D.Q. Dai, “Human face image retrieval 
sysiem for large database,” ICPR98, Val 11.1585-1588 

I141 A.M. Martinez and A.C. Kak, “PCA versus LDA,” PAMI, IEEE 
Trans. on, vol. 23, pp. 228-233,2001 

[ l5]  Biometrics Verification Competition 2004 website: 
http://www.sinobiometrics.com/sinobiometrics’W.htrt 

> 13-17,1996. 
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Figure 6. Average retrieval rate for top 50 ranks comparison among 
different similarity measure: L1, L2 and Cos distance 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper proposed a scheme for face image retrieval in 
video sequences by using the Lifting wavelets transform 
feature extraction. Besides of effectiveness and accurate 
performance, our scheme enjoys a lot of advantages, such as 
quite efficiency, small memory cost, and robust face 
detection and recognition performance, which make our 
proposed scheme promising for practical multimedia 
applications. In the future work, the accuracy of face image 
retrieval can hrther be improved with face alignment 
applied. However, the expected associated computational 
cost shall be increased. 
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